Charge-transfer controlled exchange interaction in radical-triplet encounter pairs as studied by FT-EPR spectroscopy.
The exchange interaction, J, producing quartet and doublet energy separation in radical-triplet excited molecule encounter pairs, was investigated in solution by measuring chemically induced dynamic electron polarization (CIDEP) created through the radical-triplet pair mechanism. A time-resolved FT-EPR method was utilized to measure CIDEP of galvinoxyl radical by recording FID signals and an absolute magnitude of CIDEP, P(n), was determined for each radical-triplet system by detailed analysis of the time evolution curves of CIDEP. A transient FT-EPR signal phase remarkably depends on the triplet molecule. The signal phase is related to the sign of J value, which is responsible for the radical-triplet pair interaction. Most of galvinoxyl-triplet systems showed normal negative sign. An unusual positive sign was found in some systems characterized by a small energy gap, DeltaG, between the radical-triplet pair and intermolecular charge transfer (CT) states. A theoretical calculation of J value for radical-triplet encounter pairs was carried out by considering exchange integral and intermolecular CT interaction. According to the calculated J value and the diffusion theory for CIDEP magnitude, experimental Pn values were theoretically reproduced as a function of DeltaG. The present results confirm our previously reported CT model explaining the complicated nature of the sign of J value in the galvinoxyl-triplet encounter pairs. According to the proposed model for CT effect on J value and CIDEP results, nature of J value in radical-triplet pairs is discussed.